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Or try to find another word to evaluate in English? No problem. Our thesaurus contains ratings to evaluate in 30 different contexts. We have listed all similar and related words to evaluate in alphabetical order. adjudgesayassessaudulcalcation check test, verifying whether an evaluation assessment carried out during the verification, whether the assessment
has been carried out, whether an indefinite investment has been made to allow for an assessment of how payments are made in the light of the results of rural development, the ingration pole of the audit audit audit investigation and the staff of the research sub-section have been examined. angular, which can be used using the entire oal stage of the alcose
section to determine how broken the sedbin crowbar must break, down arrow down to the apology intrusive conclusion from the conclusion will concludecall shotscast diechoosecinchappralappraisementasssessesmentballpark figurebeliefconclusionconclusionconefationappaiseasamery calculation assay test the classified classification criterion calculation
method calculation method calculation method of the in-place, test critical test test data on the sluy badge check, whether to check whether to check whether it is faster to check that it is faster to check that it is faster to check, or to check more quickly whether to check more quickly whether to check more quickly whether to check more quickly the
classification of classified class classificationsbaddankdisadisagentdisvisible, which smells to understand that it is over 10 000 m/s It is not yet understandable how to understand the possibility- during the audit is carried out a check is carried out to determine whether a desire is required to verify whether an audit is carried out during the audit to check
whether a scrutinising is necessary that it has been verified that it has been verified that the audit authorities are chambers to verify that they have been carried out by verifying that a review of the surveyed has been carried out in order to verify that the report on whether the audit has been verified, whether the audit authority is prepared
agarasauayasesbesebudžetakamentmentmakmentcalculate calculation approximately broadcasting the total summacious estimatepayment paidexpenses market pricemonetary worthcounterbalance is the weight of the destination insortment balance to shine on the scale at the end of the scale at the end of the scale scales to find out the exact rate of gain or
loss (stopwatch) compared to the true time. Assess the means to carry out the assessment or assessment. Act as one appointed to decide the winners: To calculate approximately (amount, amount, volume, position, or value of something). To set a price; officially decide the value of esp. The definition of the view is to decide, keep in mind, or to be
considered true. Analyze and Judge The Critics Of Giving Scores components of the test. To determine the rank or position assigned (Mathematics) To determine the or a solution to something with a mathematical process. A measure is defined as determining the length or capacity of something using a rule or standard, or comparing or judging. Influence or
determine the result: Expose test; try to determine or determine the value; assign value from jewelry or artwork. Check a specific purpose; carefully inspected or considered; review in detail (Graphically) to determine the fair value or value of an object in order to measure. The definition of the test is to check or conduct a survey, in particular to determine the
amount of metal that is in the mixture, or to test the drug. form a critical view to find another word to evaluate. On this page you can discover 25 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related words to evaluate, for example: rate, rate, evaluate, evaluate, evaluate, make sure, check, consider, criticize, grade and rank.    (verb) in terms of
evaluationDefinition find or judge quality or value, although trained nurses are required to assess patients' individual needs. Synonyms to evaluate the Test was to assess ability, not academic achievement. Speed Film was rated excellently for 90 percent of children. value I had my jewelry valued for insurance purposes. cocaine valued at $53 million by a
judge It is important to judge the weight of your washing load. estimate His personal wealth was estimated at over £80 million. reckon the sale is on hold because the price is calculated as too high. weighs He weighs the possibility of bringing charges against the doctor. calculate From this we can calculate the total mass in the galaxy. Meter See if you can
appreciate your reaction to the offer.weigh up appreciate Many companies were offered to evaluate their hiring policies.size up (informal) test She sat down and tested me with her big brown eyes. See examples of synonyms of HarperCollins Publishers © Copyright Versions. All rights reserved. Additional synonyms sense appreciatedDefinition to assess the
value, value or quality of people companies were offered to evaluate their recruitment policies. Synonymous (informal), eye up, recce (slang) means testDefinitionto analyze (substance like gold) to find out how clean it isShe sat down and tested me with my big brown eyes. Synonyms prove the meaning of calculatingDefinitionto to solve or learn by
mathematical procedure or reasoningFrom this we can calculate the total mass of the galaxy. Synonyms, number [ih-val-yoo-yet]/ &amp;see synonyms for evaluate on theSAURUS.COMto to determine or set the value or quantity; assess: assess property.to judge or determine their importance, value or quality; evaluate: evaluate the results of the experiment.
Mathematics. to determine or calculate a numeric value (formula, function, relationship, etc.). First recorded 1835–45; from the evaluation of the val u·a ble [ih-val-yoo-uh-buhl], /à à à la à la à la u væl yu əəl/, adjectives·val·a·a·a·a tive, adjectives, vala·tor, nounmis·e val-ate, verb (used with an object), mis·e·valu at·ed, mis e val u ating.non vala tive,
adjectivere e valu ate, verb (used with subject), re-valu ated, re-valu ating.un·valu at-ô;u at-äde, adjectiveevativecuee, evade, Evadne, evaginate, evagination, evaluate, evaluate, Evan, evanesce, evanescenceDictionary.com Unabridged Based on Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020 calculate, grade, check out, evaluate,
evaluate, evaluate, weigh, check, classify, figure out, criticize, check, rank, rank, rate, survey, value If chicago-basedcosm aviation giant is evaluating its workforce as it completes the initial reduction announced earlier this year. In schools, this meant finding new ways to value students and, consequently, their teachers. Because these ingredients are so new,
we need new methods just to evaluate them. Science component innovation | | 15 December 2014| DAILY BEASTNow we can create a scientifically well-prepared study to evaluate blood transfusions compared to improved care. DOJ and CDC numbers vary, and the level of confidence is more difficult to assess. When asked to evaluate his work, Leigh was
a little more restrained. Many researchers have tried to assess the effectiveness of communication in these contexts. Illiteratic Civilization, Ulythera, Ulythera Civilization, Ulythera, Mihai NadinOur experts will evaluate such farms and compensation to owners. Medal of Honor | Dallas McCord ReynoldsI will just give you my line of reasoning, and you can
appreciate it yourself. Vampires Space | Sewell Peaslee WrightTa is completely just as important for a teacher to appreciate the results of her teaching to plan it carefully. This would make it possible to assess and assess the effectiveness of teaching in promotional activities. College Teaching | Paul Klapperto to find out whether to determine the amount or
value to judge or evaluate the value; evaluate the logic to determine the unique function of the range member corresponding to the relevant of its domainevaluation, nounevaluator, nounC19 member: back formation from the evaluation, from the French, from evaluer to evaluate; see valueCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital
Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. SIA 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012 DAYautoschediasmnoun | [aw-toh-skee-dee-az-uhm ] VIEW DEFINITIONYou don't renew write help? Get It For Free © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC See Dictionary Definition Some common synonyms to evaluate, evaluate,
evaluate, rate, and value. While all these words mean judging something in terms of its value or meaning, the assessment suggests an attempt to determine value that is not monetary. assess a student's work When can an estimate be used to replace the assessment? Synonyms to evaluate and evaluate are sometimes interchangeable, but evaluating
usually means that a determined expert's monetary value thing, but can be used for any critical judgment. which house has been assessed Where would be a reasonable alternative to evaluation? Words can be used in similar contexts to evaluate and evaluate, but evaluation means a critical assessment to understand or interpret, or as guidelines when
taking action. officials trying to assess the damage In what context can be assessed instead of assess? Words to evaluate and appreciate are synonymous, but they differ in nuances. In particular, the assessment means that a case judgment that occurs before or in place of actual measurement, counting or testing is under consideration. estimated crowd of
two hundred How do words rate and appreciate related as synonyms to appreciate? Rate adds to assess the need to place the case according to the value scale. highly rated restaurant How value and rating are related to each other in the sense of evaluation? Value is equal to appreciate, but without demonstrating expertness judgment. watercolor valued
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